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Abstract
IM PU RITY EFFECTS ON SUPERCONDUCTORS 
AND THE ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTION
Kerim Savran
M. S. in Physics
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Yong-Jihn Kim
September 2000
In this thesis effects of impurities on superconductors and electron-phonon 
interactions in metals are studied.
The first part deals with the effect of magnetic impurities on superconductors. 
In particular, we focus on the experimental observation that the effect of magnetic 
impurities in a superconductor is drastically different depending on whether the 
host superconductor is in the crystalline or the amorphous state. Based on the 
recent theory of Kim and Overhauser, it is shown that as the disorder in the 
system increases, the initial slope of the Tc depression decreases by a factor 
when the mean free path I becomes smaller than the BCS coherence length 
which is in agreement with experimental findings. Additionally, the transition 
temperature Tc for a superconductor, which is in a pure crystalline state, drops 
sharply from about 50% of Tco (transition temperature of a pure system) to zero 
near the critical impurity concentration. This pure limit behavior was found in 
crystalline Cd by Roden and Zimmermeyer.
In the second part, the effect of weak localization on electron-phonon 
interactions in metals is investigated. As weak localization leads to the same
iii
correction term to both conductivity and electron-phonon coupling constant 
A (and Xtr), the temperature dependence of the thermal electrical resistivity 
is decreasing as the conductivity is decreasing due to weak localization. 
Consequently, the temperature coefficient of resistivity (TCR) decreases, while 
t he residual resistivit}' increases. As the coupling constant A approaches zero, only 
the residual resistivity part remains and accordingly TCR becomes negative. In 
other words, the Mooij rule turned out to be a manifestation of weak localization 
correction to the conductivity and the electron-phonon interaction.
Keywords: Superconductivity, electron-phonon interaction, magnetic im­
purity, weak localization, Mooij rule.
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özet
ÜSTÜNİLETKENLERDE SAFSIZLIK ETKİLERİ VE 
ELEKTRON-FONON ETKİLEŞİMLERİ
Kerim Savran
Fizik Yüksek Lisans
Tez Yöneticisi: Assoc. Prof. Yong-Jihn Kim 
Eylül 2000
Bu çalışmada üstüniletkenlerdeki safsızlık etkileri ve elektron-fonon etkileşimi 
incelenmiştir.
İlk bölümde üstüniletkenlerde manyetik safsızlık etkileri ele alınmıştır. 
Özellikle, üstüniletkenin kristal ya da amorf yapıda olup olmamasına
bağlı olarak manyetik safsızlıkların üstüniletkenler üzerindeki etkisinin 
farklı olmasının deneysel olarak incelenmesi üzerinde durmaktayız. Kim  
ve Overhauser’m manyetik safsızlıkların üstüniletkenler hakkmdaki teorileri baz 
alınıp Tc eğrisinin başlangıçtaki eğiminin, sistemin düzensizliği artarken, 
faktörü ile azaldığı gösterilmiştir. Öyle ki serbest hareket yolu i  BCS koherenz 
uzunluğundan (^o) Çok düşük olduğu durumda incelenen bu olay deneysel 
bulgularla uyum içerisindedir. Buna ek olarak üstüniletkenin kritik geçiş 
sıcaklığı Tc kritik manyetik safsızlık değeri yakınlarında keskin bir düşüşle saf 
iletkenin kritik geçiş sıcaklığının (Tco) yarısı olduğu değerden sıfıra inmektedir. 
Bu saf limit davranışı Roden ve Zimmermeyer tarafından kristal Cd için
bulunmuştur.
ikinci bölümde, elektron-fonon etkileşimlerinde zayıf yerelleşme etkileri 
incelenmiştir. Zayıf yerelleşme hem iletkenlik, hem de elektron-fonon çiftlerinin 
katsayılarına aynı düzeltme terimlerinin etki etmesine yardımcı olduğu için ısıl 
elektrik direncinin sıcaklığa bağımlılığı azalmaktadır. Sonuç olarak özdirencin 
sıcaklık katsayısı (OSK) özdirenç artarken azalmaktadır. Çiftlenim katsayısı A 
sıfıra giderken sadece artık özdirenç kısım ve buna bağlı olarak OSK negatif 
olmaktadır. Başka bir deyişle Mooij kuralı iletkenlikte ve elektron-fonon 
etkileşimlerinde zayıf yerelleşmenin getirdiği düzeltmenin ortaya konmasıdır.
Anahtar
sözcükler: Üstüniletkenlik, elektron-fonon etkileşimi, manyetik safsızlık, 
zayıf yerelleşme, Mooij kuralı.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction to Superconductivity
Superconductivity has been one of the most discussed phenomena of the last 
century.^"® Since Kämmerling Onnes® first discovered the superconducting state 
of mercury in 1911, many scientists have worked on this phenomenon and many 
theories on microscopic and macroscopic scales were derived.
It is observed that if we cool a metal or an alloy below a critical temperature, 
usually denoted as a specific heat anomaly occurs. This is not due to a 
change in the crystallographic structure or in ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic 
transitions. The cooled down substance has zero resistance. For instance, a 
current induced in a tin ring (cooled down below Tc=S.7K) persists longer than 1 
year. This is why we call this state the superconducting state, and the persistent 
current is called supercurrent.
Another striking characteristic property of the superconducting state is that 
the superconductors expel magnetic field lines. This effect is called Meissner 
effect and first shown experimentally by Meissner and Ochsenfeld^ in 1933. One 
can easily obtain the Meissner effect using the persistent current phenomenon 
and thermodynamic equilibrium.
There are two types of superconducting materials. Nontransition metals 
are called Type-1, or Pippard superconductors, while transition metals and
1
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iiitermetallic compounds are called Type-2 or London superconductors.®
As mentioned above, there are several macroscopic and microscopic theories of 
superconductors. In order to explain the perfect conductivity and the Meissner 
effect, London® proposed two equations. A slightly different notation of the 
second London equation is h-fA|V x (V x h) = 0 . In this equation he introduced 
the London penetration depth, A .^ This equation helps us to calculate the 
distribution of fields and currents. (The Meissner effect follows directly as London 
equation is satisfied for Type-2 superconductors.)
Pippard^® proposed a modification of the London equation on empirical 
grounds. The London equation is valid only if q^, where is the coherence 
length. The coherence length of a metal is directly proportional to the Fermi 
vi'locity, thus for nontransition metals, for which the penetration depth Xi is 
.small (~  300A) and the coherence length is large (=  lO' /^l for aluminum), the 
London equation does not apply. Nontransition metals do exhibit the Meissner 
effect but in order to calculate the penetration depth a more complicated equation 
was suggested by Pippard. The Pippard equation is
i(x) = 47tcA^o /
¿ 3  r ( r -A (y ) )e  ^ 0
(1. 1)
where A is defined as and r is |x -  y|. For slowly varying A , the Pippard 
expression reduces to the London equation.
Ginzburg and Landau have constructed a theory of the phenomenonology 
of the superconducting state and of the spatial variation of the order parameter 
in that state. In the Ginzburg Landau equation an order parameter, 
iP{t) is introduced, where =  n ,(r), is the local concentration of
superconducting electrons. Then as the total free energy JdVFs{r) is minimized 
with respect to variations in the order parameter, where Fs{r) is free energy 
density, we obtain the Ginzburg-Landau equation, resembling a Schrôdinger 
equation for -0 :
[( A ) ( - ! » V  -  -  a  +  ß W ]i ,  =  0 (1. 2)
'2m' ' c
As we consider the microscopic theories about the superconductivity, we see
that Fröhlich^  ^ was the first to point out that the electron-phonon interaction 
initiates an effective attractive electron-electron interaction, which may be the 
cause of the existence of superconductivity. In order to obtain the famous Fröhlich 
Hamiltonian we may start with the Hamiltonian of a lattice of bare ions, whose 
mutual interaction would include the long-range Coulomb potential, and then add 
the electron gas which would shield the potential due to the ions. It is however 
possible to explore many of the consequences of the electron-phonon interaction 
by use of the following simpler model. In the second quantized form, the Fröhlich 
Hamiltonian can be written as:
H -ki-kCk +  X ] 6q +  - ) - } -  X)[i/qÖq Ck+q +  h.c]
k q “ k,q
k q ^
TiQ!
'''‘‘ ''l£k+q-£kP-(R!l,,)2 X cik,,.4-c,'Ck’„'Ck,.. (1. 3)
where are coupling parameters and can be taken as purely imaginary. Here 
e'}. and 0!^  denote the renormalization of the electron energy and the phonon 
freciuency due to the electron-phonon interaction.
The microscopic understanding of superconductivity was provided by the 
classic 1957 paper of Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer, known as BCS theory. 
They showed that attractive Fröhlich interaction between electrons can lead to a 
ground state of Cooper pairs separated from the excited states by an energy gap. 
As a result, most extraordinary properties of superconductors, such as thermal 
and electromagnetic properties, are explained by the presence of this energy gap. 
Indeed, the Fröhlich’s phonon mediated interaction leads to an energy gap of 
the observed magnitude, and the penetration depth and coherence length emerge 
naturally. The transition temperature of an element or alloy is determined by 
the BCS coupling constant A =  N{Ef)V. Here N{Ep) is the density of states 
for one spin at the Fermi level and V is the phonon mediated matrix element, 
which can be estimated from the electrical resistivity at room temperature. Two 
fundamental equations of the BCS theory are the BCS reduced hamiltonian and
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3
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the gap equation which defines the gap energy between the excited state and the 
ground state. This gap equation may be written as
ujdA =
sinh(l/A^(^F)y)
if N{Ef)V  1. And the BCS reduced hamiltonian is
Hred =  +  c i k C _ k )  -  t ^ ^ 4 , c i k ' C _ k C k
(1. 4)
(1. 5)
w]iich operates only within the pair subspace.
The strong coupling theory was developed by Eliashberg/'^ and this theory 
is an accurate theory of superconductivity which provides a quantitative 
explanation of essentially all superconducting phenomena, including the observed 
deviations from the universal laws of weak-coupling BCS theory. Eliashberg 
derived a pair of coupled integral equations which relate a complex energy 
gap function A(o;) and a complex renormalization parameter for
the superconducting state to the electron-phonon and the electron-electron 
interactions in the normal state. The Eliashberg equations may be quoted at 
T=0 as (where ti is set to 1):
= z k )  r
(1 -  Z.(u)]u =
fUlmax
K ±{u ,u )=  du'a^F{uj'){ 
Jo
1 1
u — u}' — u +  i5
(1. 7)
( 1. 8)
u + u)' — 1/ + iS 
where F{uj) is the phonon density of states.
Some modern treatments of the general microscopic theory of superconductiv­
ity are based on the Gor’kov equ ation s.In  this approach, a superconductor in 
an external magnetic field is described by the following set of coupled equations;
{ ihun-H)G{r ,T ',0Jn)  +  A*{T)F{T,r',Un) =  M ( r - r ' )  (1.9)
{ihujn +H*)F{r ,r ' ,uJn)  +  A.{T)G{T,T',Un) =  0 (1-10)
In these equations, G and F are the usual temperature dependent Green’s 
functions. For finite temperatures the frequencies =  (2n -t- 1)7tA:T guarantee
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the proper Fermi statistics. H is the full electron Hamiltonian measured from the 
dicmical potential, and includes the interaction of the electrons with boundaries, 
with impurities, and with the magnetic field. H differs from H* by the sign of 
the magnetic field. The equations of motion above have to be solved together 
with the self-consistency equation
A (r) =  gF{r, r) =  {gkT/h) ^  F(r, r, w„) (1. 11)
where g is the strength of the attractive delta function.
If we consider a more general case of electron gas with attractive interactions, 
where the electrons also experience an arbitrary external potential Uo(r), and a 
magnetic field If = curlA, it will be important to describe the impurities in the 
si)ecimen. Bogoliubov described a method to treat Uo(^ )> which is essentially a 
generalization of the Hartree-Fock equations to the case of superconductivity. In 
short, the Bogoluibov-de Gennes equations may be written as^ ®
eM(r) =  [He + C/o(r)]u(r) 4- A(r)u(r) 
ev(r) = -[H * +  i/o(r)]u(r) +  A*(r)'f/(r)
where u(r) and v(r) are defined as
V-'(rt) =  -  7 i < ( r ) )
n
V’( r i )  =  E (T '"i“ » W + 7 ,t t < W )
(1. 12) 
(1. 13)
(1. 14) 
(1. 15)
and the tp{r t) and ip{r 4-) are the field operators. He and H* are defined as:
eA y  + U o{r)-E p
H*e
1 p A
=  ¿ ( « V  -  — f  +  U„(t)
(1. 16) 
(1. 17)
when a magnetic field is present.
1.2 Motivation
At first sight, it seems that superconductivity is well understood. However, the 
discovery of high Tc superconducting oxides^  ^ casts a doubt on this belief. The
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origin of the superconductivity in high Tc cuprates remains puzzling and the 
conventional theory is not applicable to high Tc superconductors. The electron- 
phonon interaction is not strong enough to give rise to Tc higher than lOOK. 
On the other hand, even with conventional superconductors there are many 
unexplained e x p e r i m e n t s . F o r  instance, impurity efFects^ ®’^^ and junction 
problems'^® showed many discrepancies between theory and experiments.
Recently, a possible resolution of the impurity problem was suggested by Kim 
and Overhauser.^^’^^  For a magnetic impurity Kim and Overhauser^  ^ developed a 
BCS type theory. In this theory, the magnetic interaction between a conduction 
electron at r and a magnetic impurity located at Ri is given by
Hm{r) — Js ■ SiVo5{r -  Ri) (1. 18)
where the magnetic impurity has spin S, s =  c^r and Vq is the atomic volume. 
Including the magnetic interaction, the BCS Tc equation still applies after a 
modification of the effective coupling constant.
Ae// =  A < cos 9 (1. 19)
where 9 is the canting angle of the basis pairs. Accordingly, the BCS Tc equation 
turns out to be
keTc = l.l3h u D e~ ^  (1. 20)
and initial slope is given by
0.63/ikei^Tc) ^
Ar,
( 1. 21)
It is clear from this equation that the initial slope contains a term 1/A and 
depends on the superconductor. Hence it is not a universal constant. When the 
conduction electrons have a mean free path i  that is smaller than the coherence 
length ^0  (for a pure superconductor) the effective coherence length is defined as 
^eff ~  V ^ ·  Also for a superconductor which has ordinary impurities as well as 
magnetic impurities, total mean free path is given by
i  -  1  1 (1. 22)
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where io is the potential scattering mean free path and Eg is the mean free path 
for exchange scattering only. Therefore, the initial slope of the Tg depression is 
decreased in the following way:
ksiAT,) ^ - 0.6.3/t
Ar, (1. 23)
Ordinary impurities can lead to weak localization and can also have 
important effects in superconductors.Although the conventional theory based 
on Anderson’s Theorem '^  ^ states that Tc is not influenced by disorder, we can 
see that superconductivity and localization are competing in one, two and three 
dimensional systems from the experimental r esul t s . Ki m^' ^ has studied the 
effect of weak localization on superconductors within BCS theory, and pointed 
out that conductivity and phonon-mediated interaction in superconductors have
the same correction terms (Table 1 .1 ) .  It is shown that weak localization decreases 
the electron-phonon coupling constant, therefore suppressing Tc.
disorder limit dirty weak localization strong localization
conductivity cfb[1 vLlHL/i)] 
¡^>11
(2d) ~  exp(—evL)
(3d)
phonon mediated V  v[l J , l n ( L / Q | (2d) ~  exp(—aL)
interaction (3d)
Table 1.1: Comparison of conductivity and phonon mediated interaction in dirty, 
weak localization and strong localization limits. Here a denotes the inverse of 
localization length
Consequently weak localization has a strong influence on both the phonon- 
mediated interaction and the electron phonon interaction. At high temperatures, 
the phonon limited electrical resistivity is given by^ ^
inmkBT r alj.F{oj)
ÜÚ
(1. 24)
where atr includes an average of a geometrical factor 1 — cos^kk'· Assuming
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ttf =  we obtain
o ,(T )^  27гm^-вT ^  2Tnnk.BT ¡1 
PvhO ) -  ^e// =  --"^2/-  ^ ^0777x11 -ne^h 'MojI (kpl) rl (1. 25)
This basically explains the physical origin of the Mooij Rule.^*’
In this thesis, using Kim and Overhauser’s theory we investigate magnetic 
impurity effect in superconductors and weak-localization effect on the electron- 
phonon interaction.
Chapter 2
Magnetic Impurity Effect in 
Superconductors
It has been observed by the experimentalists that the effect of magnetic impurity 
on superconductors differs if the host superconductor is in the crystalline state or 
in the amorphous s t a t e . F o r  instance, the decrease of the initial slope of Tg 
due to magnetic impurities does not show a universal behavior, but depends on 
sample quality and sample preparation methods. This was not well understood. 
Kim and Overhauser^^ have recently proposed a theory explaining the magnetic 
impurity effect on superconductors, which reaches agreement with experimental 
resu lts .T h e  following results were predicted:
(1) The initial decrease of the slope of Tg due to magnetic impurities is not a 
universal constant as suggested by Abrikosov and Gor’kov,^® but depends on the 
superconductor.
(2) The reduction of Tg by magnetic impurities is significantly lessened 
whenever the mean free path Í becomes smaller than the BCS coherence length
eo.
(3) If the host superconductor is pure enough for exchange scattering to 
dominate, Tg drops suddenly from about 50% of Tgo (for the pure metal) to 
zero near the critical impurity concentration. This may be called the pure limit 
behavioi^  ^ that was first discovered by Roden and Zimmermeyer®^ in crystalline
9
Cd.
The first result becomes evident, since it is observed that the initial decrease 
of Tc for superconductors as a function of c, the concentration of magnetic 
ions, is bigger in the crystalline state than that in the amorphous state of 
superconductors. In Table 2.1, literature data for the initial decrease of Tc 
for Zn-Mn system are listed. These data confirm this behavior. As can be 
seen, the initial slope of the decrease of Tc due to magnetic impurities is not 
universal but dependent on the sample quality and sample preparation methods. 
Tiiis behavior is also related to the mean free path 1. The compensation 
phenomenon described as the second result has been observed by adding non­
magnetic impurities^^’^^  and radiation damage.^^’ °^’^^  The pure limit behavior 
is hard to observe experimentally due to the metalurgical problems related to 
a very small solubility of magnetic impurities in non-transition metals. Also 
adding many magnetic impurities may result in a disordered host superconductor. 
Therefore, it is really remarkable that Roden and Zimmermeyer^^ confirmed, the 
pure limit behavior in crystalline Cadmium doped with dilute Mn atoms by 
quench condensation. Remarkably, they found that a quench-condensed film of 
cadmium in the microcrystalline state shows an abrupt decrease of the transition 
temperature near the critical impurity concentration.
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-{dTc/dc)initiai in [K/at % sample Reference
170 bulk [40] (1964)
315 bulk [28] (1966)
>300 bulk [41] (1968)
260 (290) bulk [42] (1971)
300 bulk [43] (1972)
630 single crystal [33] (1975)
215 thin film [44] (1967)
285 thin film [39] (1967)
Table 2.1: Values for the initial depression —(dTc/dc)initial of the Tc of Zn with 
different concentrations of Mn. Data are from Falke et al.. Ref. 39.
In this chapter, in section 2.1 a brief review of experimental studies is given, in 
section 2.2 KO (Kim-Overhauser) theory is described, in section 2.3 comparison
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with various experimental data is given and in section 2.4 the implication of this 
study is given briefly.
2.1 Magnetic Impurity Effect in Crystalline and 
Amorphous States of Superconductors
In this Section, experimental data for the effect of magnetic impurities in 
crystalline and amorphous states of superconductors are briefly reviewed. 
Although there are already a few review articles on magnetic impurity effect 
in superconductors,^®’ ®^ this topic was not spotlighted before, simply because the 
experimental data were not understood. Nevertheless, it was observed by many 
experimentalists that the magnetic impurity effects are different for crystalline 
and amorphous states of superconductors. To illustrate, the initial decrease of 
Tc for some superconductors as a function of the concentration c of the magnetic 
ions are summarized in Table 2.2. The Table is from Buckel,®® Wassermann,^® 
and Schwidtal.®® It is clear that the initial Tc decrease depends on the sample 
quality. Note that In-Mn,®®’®^ ’®^ Sn-Mn,®® Zn-Mn,®® and Cd-Mn®® show the Kondo 
anomalies at low temperatures.
Merriam, Liu, and Seraphim^^ were the first who found the difference. They 
investigated the effect of dissolved Mn on superconductivity of pure and impure 
In. They observed that the addition of a third element, Pb or Sn, progressively 
decreases the effect of Mn and eliminates the effect completely when the mean 
free path is decreased sufficiently enough. In other words, the Tc depression 
arising from a paramagnetic solute turned out to be mean-free-path dependent. 
Boato, Gallinaro, and Rizzuto®® confirmed the result. It was also found that Tc 
depression by transition metal impurities in bulk metals and thin films leads very 
often to different results.®® For instance, broad scattering of the experimental 
-d T c/d c  values was frequently obtained, presumably due to the differences in 
the degree of disorder. A review was given by Wassermann.®® On the other 
hand, Falke et al.®® investigated transition temperature depression in quench
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Superconductor Additive -dTc/dc in K/atom %
Pb
Sn
Zn
Zn
Cd
In
In
La
Mn
Mn
Mn
Cr
Mn
Mn
Fe
Gd
315 (d), 285* (e),
25 (k), 53* (1),
21* (a), 16** (b)
69* (c), 14** (b)
343** (f), 630 (g)
170 (d), 90-200 (h)
44 (i), 5.4* (j)
50** (m), 100 (n)
2.5 (1), 2.0 (o)
5.1* (p), 4.5** (q)
Table 2.2: Reduction in the Tc of some superconductors by magnetic impurities. 
Data are from Buckel, Ref. 36, Wassermann, Ref. 29, and Schwidtal, Ref. 51. * 
quench-condensed films ** ion implantation at low temperatures. References: 
a):[52]; b):[53]; c):[54]; d):[28]; e):[39]; f):[55]; g):[33]; h):[29]; i):[44]; j):[32]; 
k):[30]; 1):[55]; m):[34]; n):[27]; o):[57]; p):[58]; q):[59]
condensed Zn-Mn dilute alloy films and compared it with bulk data. Their 
work gives good support to the equivalence of thin films and bulk material. To 
put it another way, even though the initial Tc depression caused by magnetic 
impurities may be different for thin films and bulk material, a magnetic impurity 
may possess a stable magnetic moment whether it is in thin films or in bulk 
material. Bauriedl and Heim^° noted that the reason for the different behavior 
of magnetic impurities in crystalline and disordered materials is lattice disorder. 
The authors considered annealed In films implanted with 150 keV-Mn ions at 
low temperatures and increased the lattice disorder by pre-implantation of In 
ions, which led to variations of the initial Tc-depression between 26 K/at % 
for the crystalline sample and 10 K/at % for the heavily disordered sample. 
Hitzfeld and Heim^  ^ reported that the magnetic state of Mn in ion implanted 
In-Mn alloys is not so much affected by incorporating oxygen (lattice disorder) 
but that the superconducting properties change significantly, in agreement with 
Falke et al.^ ®: -dTc/dc is changed from 24 to 18 K/at % if oxygen is added. 
Schlabitz and Zaplinski^^ reported on the influence of lattice defects on the Tc- 
depression in dilute Zn-Mn single crystals. Their measurements also show a much
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higher depression of Tc for single crystals than for cold-rolled crystals and quench- 
condensed films. Hofmann, Bauriedl, and Ziemann^  ^also observed compensation 
of the effect of paramagnetic impurities as a consequence of radiation damage. 
V\'ell annealed In-films implanted at low temperatures with Mn ions lead to an 
initial slope of 50 K /at %, whereas In-films irradiated with high fluences of Ar 
ions before the Mn-implantation lead to a slope of 39 K /at %. In addition, 90% 
of the 2.2 K decrease in Tc caused by Mn-implantation was suppressed by an 
Ar fluence of 2.2x 10^ c^m~ .^ Habisreuther et al.^ ® reported on an in situ low- 
temperature ion-implantation study of Mn in crystalline /3-Ga and amorphous 
a-Ga films. They found linear Tc decreases in a—Ga films with a slope of 3.4 
K /at % and in /3—Ga films with a slope of 7.0 K /at %, (i.e., twice as large as in 
a -G a ).
Furthermore, Roden and Zimmermeyer^^ considered crystalline and amor­
phous cadmium with dilute Mn atoms. In the first case the initial depression of 
Tc is —dTc/dc=bA K /at % and in the second case it is —dTjdc=2.Q^ K /at % 
in accordance with other results. Surprisingly, a sudden drop of Tc in crystalline 
cadmium near the critical concentration was observed. About 50 % of Tco 
was decreased to zero by adding additional tiny amounts of Mn atoms in the 
(micro) crystalline state, which has been predicted by Kim and Overhauser. Since 
the transition temperature of pure Cd in the crystalline state is 0.9 K (Tco), the 
critical Mn impurity concentration is so low (~  0.075 at %) that the crystalline 
state is not much disturbed by Mn atoms. Consequently, the pure limit behavior 
of magnetic impurity effect was observable. Zimmermeyer and Roden®  ^also found 
similar behavior in microcrystalline films of lead doped with Mn, but with a peak 
just before Tc drops to zero suddenly. The critical concentration is ~  0.4 at %. 
In this case, since the initial Tc depression is not linear as a function of Mn 
concentration, there seems to be some solubility problem.
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2.2 Theory of Kim and Overhauser
2.2.1 Ground State Wavefunction
For a homogeneous system, the BCS wavefunction is given
^ +  Vkal^ al,^ )^4>o (2. 1)
where the operator al  ^ creates an electron in the state (ka) (with the energy 
Ck) when operating on the vacuum state designated by (¡>0 · Note that 0 is an 
approximation of
<f)N =  A[(f){ri -  rz) · · · -  r;v)(l t)(2 1) · · · (TV -  1 t)(TV 4.)] (2. 2)
where
k
(2. 3)
and both wavefunctions lead to the same result for a large system. Nevertheless, 
<f)N is more helpful for understanding the underlying physics related to the 
magnetic impurity effect in superconductors: we are concerned with a bound state 
of Cooper pairs in a BCS condensate. It should be noticed that the (bounded) pair 
wavefunction and the BCS pair-correlation amplitude /(r)^^ are basically the 
same for large N:
where
(2. 4)
(2. 5)
E» =  V 5 + A i . (2. 6)
Here Kq is a modified Bessel function which decays rapidly when r > tt^ o-
In the presence of magnetic impurities, BCS pairing must employ degenerate 
partners which have the exchange scattering (due to magnetic impurities) 
built in because the strength of exchange scattering J is much larger than 
the binding energy. This scattered state representation was first introduced
by Anderson ·^* in his theory of dirty superconductors. Accordingly, the 
corresponding wavefunctions are
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and
where
4>'n  =  [^< '^(^1. T4) · · · 4>'{rM-Ur^)]
<t>'{rur2) =  -^V'nt(ri)V’n4(^2)·
n
(2. 7)
(2. 8)
(2. 9)
Here tpn and 'tpn denote the exact eigenstate and its degenerate partner, 
re.spectively. It is clear from the pair wavefunction 4>'{ri.r2) that only the 
magnetic impurities within of a Cooper pair’s center of mass can diminish 
the pairing interaction.
2.2.2 Phonon-mediated matrix element
Now we need to determine the scattered state ipn and the phonon-mediated matrix 
element The magnetic interaction between a conduction electron at r and 
a magnetic impurity (having spin S), located at R j, is given by
Hm{r) = Js-SiVoS{r-Ri), (2. 10)
where s =  and Vo is the atomic volume. The scattered basis state which
carries the label, na =  ka, is then
9
where.
i  TSv  
W u ;r=  — --------kq
^k-^q j
and.
/ _  2kJSVo
kq f -----
*^k+q j
Y^ COSXjC
(2. 11)
(2. 12)
(2. 13)
Xj and 4>j are the polar and azimuthal angles of the spin Sj at R j and S = 
^S{S +  1). The perturbed basis state for the degenerate partner of (2.11) is:
+ (2. W)
At each point f, the two spins of the degenerate partner become canted by 
the mixing of the plane wave and spherical-wavelet component. Consequently, 
the BCS condensate is forced to have a triplet component because of the 
canting caused by the exchange scattering. The phonon-mediated matrix element 
between the canted basis pairs is (to order J^)
Km' =  Kpjf =  - V  < cos9j ,^{f) ><  cos6^{r) >, (2. 15)
where 6 is the canting angle. The angular brackets indicate both a spatial and 
impurity average. It is then given
< cos%(r) >  ^  1 -  2|irgp, (2. 16)
where \Wî:\^  is the relative probability contained in the virtual spherical waves 
surrounding the magnetic solutes (compared to the plane-wave part). From Eqs. 
(2.11)-(2.13) we obtain
(2. 17)
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I,./ |2 _  J r^rfS^CmR
\^ k\ ~~ %-nnh^
Because the pair-correlation amplitude falls exponentially as exp{-r/-K^oY'  ^ at 
T  = 0 and as exp(-r/3.5^o)®^ near we set
Then one finds
< cosd > — 1 — 3.5^ 0 2L ’
(2. 18) 
(2. 19)
where 4  =  vpTg is the mean free path for exchange scattering only.
2.2.3 BCS Tc equation
The resulting BCS gap equation, near Tc, is given by
k'
(2. 20)
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Here Aj^  is the impurity averaged values of the gap parameter whereas is that 
of the electron energy. The BCS Tc equation still applies after a modification of 
the effective coupling constant according to Eq. (2.15):
Ag// =  A < cos9 >^,
where A is NgV- Accordingly, the BCS Tg equation is now,
IcbTc = l.lShojoe .
The initial slope is given
keiATc) ^ o.63h
Ar,
(2. 21)
(2. 22)
(2. 23)
The factor 1/A shows that the initial slope depends on the superconductor and 
is not a universal constant. For an extended range of solute concentration, KO 
find
1 1 ,< cose > = -  +  j [ l  +  5 ( - ) 2i-1„-2k
where
U =  3.b^eff/2is-
(2. 24) 
(2. 25)
2.2.4 Change of the initial slope of the Tc decrease
When the conduction electrons have a mean free path Í which is smaller than the 
coherence length (for 3, pure superconductor), the effective coherence length is
6 / /  ~  \ f^ o · (2. 26)
For a superconductor which has ordinary impurities as well as magnetic 
impurities, the total mean-free path i  is given by
i - 1 1
To
(2. 27)
where 4  is the potential scattering mean free path. It is evident from Eq. (2.26) 
that the potential scattering profoundly affects the paramagnetic impurity effect.
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Consequently, the initial slope of the Tc depression is decreased in the following 
way:
^B(ATe) ^  -
0.63/i £
(2. 28)
V 6
This explains the broad scattering of the experimental —dTjdc values. In other 
words, the size of the Cooper pair is reduced by the potential scattering and the 
reduced Cooper pair sees a smaller number of magnetic impurities. Accordingly 
the magnetic impurity effect is partially suppressed, leading to the decrease of 
the initial slope of the % depression.
magnetic impurity concentration (%)
Figure 2. 1: Variation of Tc with magnetic impurity concentration for pure
and impure superconductors. £q denotes the mean free path for the potential 
scattering.
Figure 2.1 shows the different behavior of the Tc depression due to magnetic 
impurities in the pure crystalline state and in the amorphous or disordered state 
of superconductors. We used =  l.OA', vp =  1.5 x 10®cm/sec, and uo =  250A'. 
We also assumed the relation between ig and magnetic impurity concentration c: 
ig =  10®/c(A). Here c is measured in at %. Since the exchange scattering cross- 
section is usually 20-200 times smaller than that for the potential scattering,^^ 
this assumption seems to be reasonable. For the pure crystalline state, Tc drops
to zero suddenly when Tc is decreased to about 50 % of T^ o of the pure system, 
which may be called pure limit behavior. As the mean free path £ is decreased 
due to disorder, the initial Tc depression is weakened and Tc drops to zero more 
slowly near the critical concentration.
2.3 Comparison with Experiment
The overall agreement between KO theory and the existing experimental data is 
impressive. VVe focus on the experiments which investigated the difference of the 
magnetic impurity effect in pure crystalline state and amorphous or disordered 
state of superconductors.
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2.3.1 Pure limit behavior: Roden and Zimmermeyer’s 
Experiment
Roden and Zimmermeyer^^ prepared alloys of Cd with dilute Mn impurities by 
quench condensation. Quench condensation produces a variety of states of the 
alloy: in particular, one can get a microcrystalline and an amorphous state. 
A quench-condensed film of Cd in the microcrystalline state shows a higher Tc 
(=  0.9K) than the bulk material and a further increase of Tc (=  1.15A') is 
obtained in the amorphous state. Amorphous Cd film was obtained by adding 
Cu atoms. Like other nontransition metals deposited in an ordinary high-vacuum 
system, the quench-condensed Cd film is crystalline with small crystallites.®  ^
Now we compare KO theory with Roden and Zimmermeyer’s experiment. 
Figure 2.2 shows Tc versus magnetic impurity concentration c in the microcrys­
talline CdMn. The solid line is the theoretical curve obtained from Eq. (2.22). 
The transition temperature Tco of pure Cd in this state is 0.9K. While the 
initial depression of Tc is linear in c with a value of —dTddc =  b.AK/at%., 
above 0.05% the depression becomes much more stronger than linear, which 
agrees with KO theory. Arrows denote that no superconductivity was found 
up to 70mK. For theoretical fitting we used Tcq =  0.904A, ojd =  209K, and
vi? =  1.62 X lO c^m/sec.^  ^ We emphasize that there is no free parameter. In the 
absence of experimental data we assumed 4  =  9 x 10^/c(A). As can be seen, the 
agreement between the experimental data and the theoretical curve is very good.
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at % Mn
Figure 2. 2: Comparison of the experimental data for CdMn in the
microcrystalline state with the KO theory. Experimental data are from Roden 
and Zimmermeyer, Ref. 32
Figure 2.3 shows Tc vs. c for the amorphous CdCuMn. The solid line was 
obtained from Eqs. (2.22) and (2.26). The decrease of Tc for smaller c is again 
linear but with a much lower —dTc/dc = 2.65K/at%. In the amorphous state Tco 
is about 1.18K. Since the residual resistivity data are not available, we assumed 
that the mean free path for the potential scattering is 4  =  4500A which is 
reasonable. We used the same values for ud and vp as in Fig. 2.2. Again we find 
a good fitting to experimental data.
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at % Mn
Figure 2. 3: Comparison of the experimental data for CdMn in the amorphous 
state with the KO theory. Experimental data are from Roden and Zimmermeyer, 
Ref. 32
2.3.2 Change of the initial slope of the Tc depression
Schlabitz and Zaplinski®  ^ reported measurements of the Tc-depression of ZnMn 
single crystals. In particular, they investigated the influence of lattice defects 
on the Tc-depression in dilute ZnMn single crystals. They demonstrated linear 
behavior up to a concentration of 10 ppm with a slope of 630 K/at%. This 
value is twice that of other measurements. As a result, they suggested that the 
Tc-depression can be enhanced strongly by eliminating the lattice defects.
Figure 2.4 shows the reduced transition temperature, TJTcq, as a function of 
Mn concentration. The dashed lines, taken from the other measurements,^® give 
the Tc-depression of: a) quench-condensed films, and b) cold rolled bulk material. 
The filled points represent the Tc-values of the ZnMn single crystals. The filled 
squares are the data of quench condensed thin films, while the filled triangles are 
the data of quench condensed thin films after annealing at fiOOiF for 14 hours. 
Since annealing leads to an increased order of the lattice,®·* it is clear that the 
initial slope of the % decrease is decreasing as the system is getting disordered.
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Figure 2. 4: Reduced transition temperature versus Mn concentration for ZnMn. 
The solid line is the theoretical curve obtained from Eq. (2.29). Line (a): Data 
of thin films from Ref. 39, line (b): Data of cold rolled bulk material from Refs 
28 and 42. Data are from Schlabitz and Zaplinski, Ref. 33.
The solid line is the theoretical curve obtained from the initial slope, 
-dTc/dc = 630K/at%  with Zo =  0.9/^:
0.63H
HbTc — ksTro —BJ-cO
At ,
(2. 29)
This expression agrees very well with the exact BCS Tc equation, Eq. (2.22), 
up to 25 % of the critical impurity concentration. The dashed lines (a) and 
(b) can also be reproduced from the theoretical formula, Eq. (2.28), for the 
initial Tc depression in the disordered state of superconductors with (a) : £ = 
7520A,Tco =  0.83K,^  ^ and (b) : £ =  3390A,Tco =  respectively.
Here Tco values are the experimental results.Therefore, the change of the 
initial slope of the Tc decrease may be explained in terms of the change of the 
Cooper pair size caused by the variation of the mean free path £. We used 
ud =  327K, and vp =  1.82 x 10®cm/sec.®® The sudden drop of Tc near the critical 
concentration is not pronounced though, presumably because of the smallness of 
the critical concentration. Since there are not many magnetic impurities in the Zn
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matrix, the distribution o f Mn may be atomically disperse but macroscopically 
inhomogeneous. Then, the pure limit behavior may not be observable.
Bauriedl and Heim^° investigated the influence of lattice disorder on the 
magnetic properties of InMn alloys. Crystalline In Aims were implanted by Mn 
ions. The amount of lattice disorder was changed in a very controlled way by pre­
implantation of indium with its own ions, which was very effective in producing 
disordered Aims.
Concentration c (ppm)
Figure 2. 5: Calculated transition temperatures for implanted InMn alloys.
Increasing lattice disorder from 1 to 3 has been produced by pre-implantation 
of In ions: 1 Oppm, 2 2660ppm, 3 18710ppm. Data are from Bauriedl and Heim, 
Ref. 30.
Figure 2.5 shows the transition temperatures for InMn alloys with increasing 
lattice disorder from 1 to 3 by pre-implantation of /n+ ions: 1 Oppm; 2 2660ppm; 
3 18,710ppm. These ions have an intensive damaging effect, resulting in an 
increased residual resistivity and an enhanced transition temperature Tco·^  ^
Notice that the initial slope decreases as the system is more disordered. The solid 
lines are the theoretical results from Eq. (2.28) with 1 : ¿ =  lOSOA, 2 : £ =  700A 
and 3 : £ =  150A. It is necessary to emphasize that the change of the initial slope 
due to the enhanced Tco (Eq. (2.23)) is not enough to explain the experimental
data. We assumed the initial slope —dTc/dc = 53K/at% for a pure system.®® We 
also used ojo =  108ii" and vp =  1.74 x 10®.®® We find good agreements between 
theory and experiment.
Finally, Habisreuther et al.®® investigated the magnetic behavior of Mn in 
crystalline /5—Ga and amorphous a—Ga films. Mn ions were implanted at low 
temperature (T  < lOK). The amorphous a—Ga exhibits a rather high transition 
temperature with typical values between 8.1 and 8.4 K, while the crystalline 
Ga phase shows transition temperature of Tg =  Q.ZK.
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Figure 2. 6: Calculated changes of the superconducting transition temperature 
ATc versus impurity concentration for Mn-implanted amorphous o—Ga and 
crystalline ¿5—Ga. Data are from Habisreuther et al., Ref. 38
Figure 2.6 shows changes of the superconducting transition temperature ATg 
produced by Mn implantation into amorphous a—Ga films and crystalline yd-Ga 
films as a function of the impurity concentrations. Note that the initial slope 
3.4 K /at % in amorphous o—Ga is about half of that (7.0 K /at %) in crystalline 
films. Theoretical curves represent the initial slope formulas, Eq. (2.23) 
and (2.28) with -d T jd c -  7K/at%, i = oo iov /3- Ga, and with -dTc/dc = 
7Kfat%, i =  600A for a—Ga. We used ujp, =  320R' and vp =  1.91 x 10®cm/sec.®®
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A good fitting to the experimental data is obtained.
2.4 Discussion
It is clear that a systematic experimental study of the effect of magnetic impurities 
in crystalline and amorphous superconductors is necessary. In particular, the pure 
limit behavior in the crystalline state of superconductors and the change of the 
initial slope due to disordering need more careful studies. Such investigations 
may shed a new light on the old question of whether a transition metal impurity 
possesses a stable local magnetic moment within a metallic host.
The observed pure limit behavior in the superfluid He-3 in aerogel may be 
compared with that in crystalline superconductors including Cd. In superfluid 
He-3 aerogel does not disturb the liquid state of Helium significantly, whereas 
in superconductors adding magnetic impurities may damage the crystalline state 
of the superconductors, resulting in the difliculty in observing the pure limit 
behavior.
In the theoretical fitting we guessed the mean free path i  because experimental 
residual resistivity data were not available. If the residual resistivity is given, the 
mean free path t can be determined from the Drude formula. It is interesting to 
note that the initial T^  depression also provides a way to estimate the mean free 
path 1.
In this study, weak-coupling BCS theory is used to investigate the effect of 
magnetic impurities in superconductors. It is straightforward to extend this study 
to the strong-coupling t h e o r y . T o  do that, pairing of the degenerate scattered 
state partners is also ne e d e d . The  result will then basically be the same as that 
of the weak-coupling theory.
Chapter 3 
Mooij Rule
Although weak localization has greatly deepened our understanding of the normal 
state of disordered m e t a l s , i t s  effect on superconductivity and the electron- 
phonon interaction is not well understood.®® Recently, it was shown that weak 
localization leads to the same correction to the Boltzman conductivity as to 
the phonon-mediated i n t e r a c t i o n . I n  fact, there is an overwhelming number 
of experiments that support this idea.^  ^ For instance, tunneling,^^’ ®^’ ®^ specific 
heat,^  ^ x-ray photoemission spectra (XPS),^® correlation of Tc and the residual 
resistivity,^®“ ®^ universal correlation of the resistance ratio and Tc,^ “^ ®^ and loss of 
the thermal resistivity®  ^with decreasing Tc clearly show a decrease of the electron- 
phonon interaction accompanying the decrease of Tc with disorder. It is then 
anticipated that the electron-phonon interaction in the normal state of metals 
will also be infiuenced strongly by weak localization. We expect that phonon- 
limited electrical resistance, attenuation of a sound wave, thermal resistance, and 
a shift in phonon frequencies may change due to weak localization.®®
In early seventies, Mooij found a correlation between the residual resistivity 
and the temperature coefficient of resistivity (TCR). In particular, TCR is 
decreasing with increasing the residual resistivity. Then it becomes negative 
for resistivities above 150/iilcm. Indeed, the Mooij rule®® in strongly disordered 
metallic systems seems to be a manifestation of the effect of weak localization 
on the electron-phonon interaction and the conductivity. There are already
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several theoretical investigations of this problem. Jonson and Girvin®"' performed 
numerical calculations for an Anderson model on a Cayley tree and found that 
the adiabatic phonon approximation breaks down in the high-resistivity regime 
producing the negative TCR. Imry®^  pointed out the importance of incipient 
Anderson localization (weak localization) for the resistivities of highly disordered 
metals. He argued that if the inelastic mean free path, Lph, is smaller than 
the coherence length, the conductivity increases with temperature like 
and thereby leads to the negative TCR. On the other hand, Kaveh and Mott®® 
generalized the Mooij rule. Their results are as follows; The temperature 
dependence of the conductivity of a disordered metal as a function of temperature 
changes slope due to weak localization effects, and if interaction effects are 
included, the conductivity changes its slope three times. G5tze, Belitz, and 
Schirmacher® ·^®® introduced a theory with phonon-induced tunneling. There 
is also the extended Ziman theory,®  ^ and Jayannavar and Kumar®® suggested 
that the Mooij rule can arise from strong electron-phonon interaction taking into 
account qualitatively different roles of the diagonal and off-diagonal modulations.
In this chapter, we propose an explanation of the Mooij rule based on the 
effect of weak localization on the electron-phonon interaction. If we assume 
the decrease of the electron-phonon interaction due to weak localization, 
we can understand the decrease of TCR with increasing the residual resistivity. 
The negative TCR is therefore due to the weak localization correction to 
the Boltzmann conductivity, since if TCR is approaching zero, there is no 
temperature-dependent resistivity left. (This latter point is similar to Kaveh 
and M ott’s interpretation.®®) In Sec. 3.1, the Mooij rule is briefly described. 
In Sec. 3.2, weak localization correction to the McMillan’s electron-phonon 
coupling constant A and Af^  is calculated. A possible explanation of the Mooij 
rule is given in Sec. 3.3, and its implication is briefly discussed in Sec. 3.4. In 
particular, this study may provide a means to probe the phonon-mechanism in 
exotic superconductors.
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3.1 The Mooij Rule
Mooij^® was the first to point out that the size and sign of the temperature 
coefficient of resistivity (TCR) in many disordered systems correlate with its 
residual resistivity po as follows:
dp/dT > 0  if Po P m  
dp/dT < 0  if po>  Pm· (3. 1)
Thus, TCR changes sign when po reaches the Mooij resistivity pm =  150pQcm. 
An approximate equation for p(T) is given by®®
P(^) — Po +  ( p m  — P o ) A T ,  
where A is a constant which depends on the material.
(3. 2)
Figure 3. 1: The temperature coefficient of resistance a versus resistivity for bulk 
alloys (+ ), thin films (·), and amorphous (X) alloys. Data are from Mooij, Ref. 
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Figure 3.1 shows the temperature coefficient of resistance a versus residual 
resistivity for transition-metal alloys obtained by Mooij. It is clear that a (and
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TCR) is correlated with the residual resistivity. Note that above 150/iilcrn most 
(y's are negative while no negative ex is found for resistivities below 100//Qcm. 
Figure 3.2 shows the resistivity as a function of temperature for pure Ti and 
TiAl alloys containing 3, 6, 11, and 33% Al. TCR is decreasing as the residual 
resistivity is increasing. For TiAl alloy with 33% Al shows a negative TCR. We 
note that positive TCRs are basically high temperature phenomena, presumably 
related to the phonon-limited resistivity, whereas negative TCRs occurs at 
low temperature and is probably connected with the residual resistivity. This 
behavior is generally found in strongly disordered metals and alloys, amorphous 
metals, and metallic glasses,®® and is called the Mooij rule. However, the physical 
origin of this rule has remained unexplained until now.
Figure 3. 2: Resistivity versus temperature for Ti and TiAl alloys containing 0, 
3, 6, 11, and 33% Al. Data are from Mooij, Ref. 26
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3.2 Weak Localization Correction to The 
Electron-Phonon Interaction
Since the electron-phonon interactions in metals gi\·'' rise to both (high 
temperature) resistivity and superconductivity, these properties are closely 
related, as was noticed by many w o r k e r s . G l a d s t o n e ,  .icnsen, and Schrieffer^  ^
pointed out that A and the high temperature electrical resistivity are closely 
related to each other. Hopfield^^’^^  noted that the electronic relaxation time due 
to electron-phonon interactions, as measured in optical experiments above the 
Debye temperature, should be approximately equal to 2n\kBT/h. He applied 
this idea to Nb, Mo, A1 and Sn and found a good agreement with experiment. 
Grimvall®"* estimated A for noble metals from Ziman’s high temperature resistivity 
formula. Maksimov and Motulevich®^ followed the idea of Hopfield and estimated 
A from optical measurements for Pb, Sn, In, Al, Zn, Nb, NbsSn, and VsGa, 
which are in good agreement with the McMillan’s couitling constant A from 
superconductivity data.
In this Section, we show that weak localization leads to the same correction to 
the Boltzman conductivity as to McMillan’s electron-phonon coupling constant 
A and A¿p.
3.2.1 High Temperature resistivity
At high temperatures, the phonon limited electrical resisti\ ity is given by®®“ ^^
2TrmkBT
ne^h A(r,
(3. 3)
where atr includes an average of a geometrical factor 1 -  cosOj^ ,^ and F{ui) is the 
phonon density of states. On the other hand, in the strong-coupling theory of 
superconductivity,^“*’®® McMillan’s electron-phonon coupling constant is defined 
by®®
A =  2 / -doj.
u
(3. 4)
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Assuming afj. =  0 -2 9^ 5 ,1 0 0 - 1 0 2  obtain
ppi.m =
^  2~mkBT 
ne^h
(3. 5) 
(3. 6)
Consequently McAIillaii’s coupling constant A determines also size and sign of 
TCR.
The existence of this relationship was confirmed theoretically and experi­
mentally. Table 3.1 shows the comparison of Xtr and A by Economou^°° for 
various materials. He obtained Xtr from Eq. (3.5) and compared with A, as 
olitained from Tc measurements, and/or tunneling experiments, and/or first 
principle calculations.^·’  ^ The overall agreement between Xtr and A is impressive. 
Grimvall estimated A for noble metals® ^  and noble metal alloys^ ®^  from Eq. (3.6). 
Maksimov^^^ also noted the direct relation between A and high temperature 
resistivity. Hayman and Carbotte*'’'* pointed out that information on the volume 
dependence of electron-phonon coupling strength can be obtained from high 
temperature resistivity. Chakraborty, Pickett, and Allen^ ®® used Eq. (3.5) 
to obtain empirical values of Ai,· for Nb, Mo, Ta, and W. They found that 
Xtr from resistance and McMillan’s coupling constant A from superconductivity 
are very similar in magnitude for these materials. We can also mention 
experimental confirmations by Rapp and Crawfoord^°® for Nb-V alloys, by Rapp 
and Fogelholm^°^ for Al-Mg alloys, by Flukiger and Ishikawa °^® for Zr-Nb-Mo 
alloys, by Fogelholm and Rapp °^® for In-Sn alloys, by Lutz et al.^ °^ for NbaGe 
films, by Man’kovskii et al.^ ^^  for thin Sn films, by Rapp, Mota and Hoyt^ ^^  
for Au-Ga alloys, and by Sundqvist and Rapp^^  ^ for aluminum under pressure. 
Figure 3.3 shows McMillan’s coupling constant A versus dp/dT for Au-Ga, Au-Al, 
and Ag-Ga a l l o y s , wh i c h  exemplifies the correlation implied by Eq. (3.6).
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Figure 3. 3: McMillan’s coupling constant  ^ versus dp/dT. Data are from Rapp, 
Ref. 114 and Ref. 96
Metal t^r A Metal t^r A
Li .40 .41±.15 Na .16 .16±.04
K .14 .13±.03 Rb .19 .16±.04
Cs .26 .16±.06 Mg .32 .35±.04
Zn .67 .42±.05 Cd .51 .40db.05
A1 .41 .43±.05 Pb 1.79 1.55
In .85 .805 Hg 2.3 1.6
Cu .13 .14±.03 Ag .13 .10±.04
Au .08 .14±.05 Nb 1.11 .9±.2
Table 3.1 Comparison of At^  and A as given in Ref. 100 and Ref. 101
3.2.2 Weak localization correction to McMillan’s coupling 
constant A and Xtr
Now we need to calculate McMillan’s electron-phonon coupling constant A for 
highly disordered systems. We use McMillan’s version of the strong-coupling 
t h e o r y . ( F o r  simplicity we consider an Einstein model with frequency ujd)· 
Note that A can be written as®®
a^{u)F{u>)
A
- ^ 1
-du)
U)
(3. 7)
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=  No- < P > (3. 8)M  < > ’
where M  is the ionic mass and Nq, is the electron density of states at the Fermi 
ievel. < P  > the average over the Fermi surface of the square of the electronic 
matrix element and < uP > =  uij). In the presence of impurities, weak localization 
leads to a correction to a {^u!) or < P  >, (disregarding the changes of F{oj) and 
No).
The equivalent electron-electron potential in the electron-phonon problem is 
given by the phonon Green’s function D{x —
(3. 9)
where x =  (r, t) and Iq is the electronic matrix element for the plane wave states. 
The Fröhlich interaction at finite temperatures is then obtained by^ ^^
Vnn'{oo,uj') = J  JdTdT'ip*^,{T)tp*f^^,{T')D{r-T',u
Cüß
ujj) +  {ui -
=  К
ÜJ,2D
uij) +  {u -  ‘J y
(3. 10)
where
D {v -v\ u j-u j') -- Pd■P {ш - ш р  -f
Jq{r-r')
U)D
I >2UJd -(5(r — r').( ,\2 I— ~ (3· 11)(w -  u p  +  uf)
Here (jj means the Matsubara frequency and and фп denote the scattered state 
and its time-reversed partner, respectively. Therefore, we get the strong-coupling 
gap equation^^
= Т Е
иD E V n
Д(п', w')
f f  (ш-w ')^ + w j, +
(3. 12)
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where
En'(u') =
and McMillan’s electron-phonon coupling constant A
(3. 13)
A =  JVo <  V„-(0,0) > =  « 0^  <  y  |V.„(r)|"|V-„-(r)p(ir >  . (3. 14)
Here 6n means the eigenenergy of the scattered state It is remarkable 
that McMillan’s electron-phonon coupling constant is determined by the density 
correlation function.
Note also that in the presence of impurities, the density correlation function 
has a free-particle form for i <  r  (scattering time) and a diffusive form for 
t > As a result, for i > r  (or r > £), one finds^^ “^ ^^^
R (t>T ) = f  |?/)„(r)p|:0„,(r)pdr
J t> T
= E
— ^— (1 -  —) 2 ( M ) " '  L''
(3. 15) 
(3. 16)
Here i  is the mean free path and L is the inelastic diffusion length. Whereas the 
contribution from the free-particle-like density correlation for i <  r  is^ '·’^^^
R {t< r )  =  f  |V’„(r)p|^„/(r)pdr
J t< T
=  [1 - —__(1 _  - ) ] (3. 17)
Since the phonon-mediated interaction is retarded for tret ~  only the free-
particle-like density correlation contributes to A. Consequently, we obtain weak 
localization correction to the McMillan’s coupling constant
'MujI
(3. 18)
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and
Atr =  ' /
al{u)F{u) doj
(jj
MujI
Nplj
Mul
[ 1 -
[ 1 -
D
_ _ ! _ ( !  _  i ) ]
r]·{kptj (3. 19)
We have used the fact that L is effectively infinite at T  =  0. Note that the weak 
localization correction term is the same as that for the conductivity.
3.3 Explanation of the Mooij Rule
As noted in the Section II, a positive TCR is a high temperature phenomenon 
whereas a negative TCR is low temperature phenomenon. Then, the decrease of 
the positive TCR is mainly due to the decrease of the phonon-limited resistivity 
which is a manifestation of weak localization correction to the electron-phonon 
interaction. On the other hand, the negative TCR originates from the residual 
resistivity, which is also a manifestation of weak localization correction to the 
conductivity. Accordingly, weak localization seems to be the physical origin of 
the Mooij rule.
3.3.1 Decrease of TCR at high temperatures
Upon substituting Eq. (3.19) into Eq. (3.3), one finds the phonon-limited high 
temperature resistivity
2'KmkBT,
pA T ) = —ne^h 
2'KmkBT Nplo 
ne^h Muj) [ 1 - {kpi) r]·
(3. 20)
Note that as the disorder parameter l/kp£ is increasing, both magnitude of 
the phonon-limited resistivity and TCR decrease. This behavior is due to 
the reduction of McMillan’s electron-phonon coupling constant when electrons
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are weakly localized. It is remarkable that the slope of the high temperature 
re.sistivity varies as ~  in accord with the behavior of the residual
rc.sistivity.
The phonon-limited resistivity Pph versus temperature T is shown in Fig. 3.4 
(a) for six values of kp£. We used kp =  O.SA“ ’·, n — kp/Sir"^ , and NqIq/{Moj])) =  
0.5. It is clear that TCR is decreasing significantly as the electrons are weakly 
localized.
/ --- - -- 1----I--- 1--- ----1--- '--- 1---
(a) k,l
/ ’^
/  .-5
■
/ '  /
/
/ / / ' '
■ ^.-'2.2
1 ■ I___1--- 1---
-----1------1------1------1------ -------J------ -------1------ '
(b) k,l
■ ----------------------------------------- 2.2
200 250 300T(K) 15 25 35 45T(K)
Figure 3. 4: (a) Phonon-limited resistivity Pph versus T  for kpi =  15, 5, 3.4, 2.8, 
2.4, and 2.2. (b) residual resistivity po versus T for the same six values of kpi.
3.3.2 Negative TCR at low temperatures
,A.t low temperatures conductivity and residual resistivity are given by
<7 =  <7b [1 -  7 7 ^ ( 1  -  t )I, (3- 21)
and
Po =
- __ (1 _  L)]
(3. 22)
where ap =  ne^r/m. When \/kpi becomes comparable to ~  1, magnitude 
and slope of Pph(T) are becoming too small. In that case, only the residual
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resistivity will play an important role. Therefore, the observed negative TCR 
may be understood from the residual part. With decreasing T, since the inelastic 
diffusion length L increases, the residual resistivity will also increase, leading 
to the negative TCR. We stress that both the phonon-limited resistivity and the 
residual resistivity have the same quadratic dependence on the disorder parameter 
l/kpi.
Figure 3.4 (b) shows the temperature dependence of the residual resistivity 
Po for kpL =  2.2, 2.4, 2.8,3.4, 5, and 15. Since it is difficult to evaluate kpi up to 
a factor of 2,'^‘‘ we assumed that po =  lOOpficm corresponds to kpL =  3.2. We 
used the same kp as in Fig. 3.4 (a) and L = y/Dri = \/ix 350/T(A). Here D is 
the diffusion constant and Tj denotes the inelastic scattering time. When kpi is 
comparable to 1, the negative TCR emerges. Notice the scale difference between 
Figures, 3.4 (a) and 3.4 (b).
3.3.3 Comparison with experiment
In Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, the physical origin of the Mooij rule is explained. In 
this section, we compare our theoretical resistivity curve with experimental data 
(Figure 3.2) for an extended temperature range. Let us remind the approximate 
formula for p(T) suggested by Lee and Ramakrishnan,®® i.e..
P{^) =  Po +  (PAf — Po)AT. (3. 23)
This form of equation can be obtained by adding the residual resistivity Eq. 
(3.22) and the phonon-limited resistivity Eq. (3.20), that is.
P(^) =  Po + Pph{T)
1
+
2'KmkBT NqIo
[ 1 - (3. 24)-  r)] ' Mujy {kpiy
Note that the addition of both resistivities does not correspond to Matthiessen’s 
rule. We included the interference effect between the electron-phonon and 
electron-impurity interactions:
p(^) — Po +  Pph(c =  0) -I- App^^ (3. 25)
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where c denotes an impurity concentration. Whereas Altshuler^^  ^ and Reizer and 
Sergeev^^® investigated corrections to the impurity resistivity due to interference, 
we considered its correction to the phonon-limited resistivity. Since the 
interference correction to the impurity resistivity is ~  1% of the residual 
r e s i s t i v i t y , w e  neglect its effect for simplicity.
In general, the phonon-limited resistivity at any temperature T  is given by
{phu)al{u})F{iv)_  inm 
Pph{T) -  ^^2 /ne  ^ J — \)(1 —
where ^ =  llksT. For an Einstein phonon model with^ ^^
du (3. 26)
it is rewritten as^ ^^
m  =  ^0^0 iphojD)ujD
’  ~  ne2 M ujI  _ i)(i _  Q-?hwDy
(3. 27)
(3. 28)
We stress that this result is exact for the phonon-limited resistivity in an Einstein 
model. Including the weak localization correction to a^ {uj) =
Noli
[ 1 - ]i(w -  OJd),
one finds
 ^ (T\Pph\T) _ 2
2Mud {kpiy
{PHud)u;d
r];ne2 Mui) {kpiy^ (^ e^ hwD _
Finally, we obtain the total resistivity at any temperature T:
(3. 29)
(3. 30)
p{T) Po +  Pph{T) 
1
-  l ) ]
+
27rm Noli 
ne^  Muj) [ 1 -
3 1______{/3hUp)UD  ^ .
{kp¿r -  1)(1 -
(If we consider Debye and realistic phonon models, there are minor changes. 
However, the overall behavior is the same. More details will be published 
elsewhere.)
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Figure 3.5 shows resistivity as a function of temperature for kpi = 
2.3,2.5,2.8,3.4,5, and 15. Solid lines represent the resistivity from an accurate 
expression Eq. (3.31), while dashed lines are obtained from Eq. (3.24). We used 
the same parameters as those in Fig. 3.4 and huio — 2bOK. It is noteworthy 
that both equations give rise to almost the same curve as the system is more 
disordered. For low temperatures Tj is determined by electron-electron scattering 
while for high temperatures it is determined by electron-phonon scattering. 
Since we are interested in rather high temperatures, we assumed Tj ~  T~^  
corresponding to the electron-phonon scattering.^b69 Despite the crudeness of 
the calculation, the overall behavior is in good agreement with experiment. Fig. 
3.2.
X  V .  V.X. X T *  WJ ,  w v . /x x x j^  ^^x v  ».xx x w x   ^ ---------- , ,
2.5, and 2.3. The solid lines are p{T) from an accurate formula, Eq. (3.31). The 
dashed lines represent the resistivity obtained from the approximate expression, 
Eq. (3.24).
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3.4 Discussion
At low temperatures interference of the Coulomb interactions and impurity 
scattering leads to the interaction correction to the conductivityA^^’®® This effect 
is described by^^ °
3
a =  (Jb [1 - (1 -  - ) ^ .-(1  _  — \\ (3. 32)
where Lt = (hD/ksT)^^“^ and C ~  1. The second correction term is the 
interaction term. The constant (7, however, changes sign depending on exchange 
and Hartree terms and since it is difficult to determine (7^ 68,69,i30 didn’t include 
this term. But it may be important at much lower temperatures.
It is clear that understanding of weak localization effects on the electron- 
phonon interaction requires further theoretical and experimental investigation. 
In particular, weak localization effects on the attenuation of sound waves, 
shear modulus, thermal resistance, and shift in phonon frequencies will be very 
interesting. Since superconductivity, too, is caused by the electron-phonon 
interactions, comparative studies of normal and superconducting properties of 
metallic samples will be beneficial. For instance, Testardi and coworkers^®“ ®^ 
found an universal correlation between Tc and resistance ratio. They also 
found that decreasing Tc is accompanied by decrease of the thermal electrical 
resistivity.®^
Note that this study may provide a means of probing the phonon- 
mechanism in exotic superconductors, such as, heavy fermion superconductors, 
organic superconductors, fullerene superconductors, and high Tc cuprates. For 
superconductivity due to electron-phonon interaction we predict the following 
behavior. If the electrons are weakly localized due to impurities or radiation 
damage, electron-phonon interaction is weakened. As a result, both Tc and TCR 
should decrease at the same rate. When A is approaching zero, both Tc and TCR 
should drop to zero almost simultaneously. If this happens we may say that the 
electron-phonon interaction is the origin of the pairing in superconductors. Such 
a behavior has already been observed in A15 superconductors^®“ ®^ and Ternary 
superconductors.
Chapter 4
Conclusion
The effect of magnetic impurities in crystalline and amorphous states of 
superconductors has been studied theoretically. The pure limit behavior in 
crystalline Cd observed by Roden and Zimmermeyer and the decrease of the initial 
slope of the Tc depression due to disorder have been explained. In particular, the 
initial slope of the Tc decrease is decreasing by a factor as the system is
getting disordered. We suggest that a more systematic experimental investigation 
of the different behavior of the magnetic impurities in crystalline and amorphous 
superconductors is necessary. Such an investigation may also be important for 
understanding whether a transition metal impurity possesses a magnetic moment 
in a metallic host or not.
It is also shown that weak localization decreases both conductivity and 
electron-phonon interaction at the same rate and thereby leads to the Mooij 
rule. As the residual resistivity is increasing due to weak localization, the 
thermal electrical resistivity is decreasing, producing the decrease of TCR. When 
the electron-phonon interaction is near zero, only the residual resistivity is left 
and therefore the negative TCR is obtained. This study may provide a means 
of probing the phonon-mechanism in exotic superconductors, such as, heavy 
fermion superconductors, organic and fullerene superconductors, and high Tc 
superconductors.
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